KÖLD ONE
GERMAN STYLE KÖLSCH | ABV 4.6% | IBU 19 | SRM 3.5

Our award winning take on a classic Kölsch, that quenches the thirst with a crisp Noble hop finish. Pilsner base malt accentuated by Vienna malt, this is not your Dad’s lawnmower beer!

STANGE $5  I  FULL $7  I  4 Pack $12.99 Plus Tax/Deposit

CUCUMBER BLESSINGS
CREAM ALE | ABV 5.2% | IBU 17 | SRM 4

Our award winning beer is inspired by a yearly tradition where Buddhist priests hold a Cucumber Blessings Ceremony to help their village through the long hot days of summer. Cucumber Blessings is our way to keep our village cool throughout the long hot days of summer.

Tasting Notes: Cucumber, Crisp, Dry, Refreshing  #cucumberblessings

HALF $5  I  FULL $7  I  4 PACK $12.99 Plus Tax/Deposit

Sessions

OKTOBERFEST
Marzen | ABV 5.4% | IBU 24 | SRM 10

Fall in a glass. Generous amounts of Munich, Vienna, and Pilsner malts are complemented by German Tettnang hops. Prost!

Tasting Notes: Clean Complex Maltiness, Rich, Smooth  #oktoberfest

VELVET PANDA
AMERICAN STOUT | ABV 5.2% | IBU 44 | SRM 39

Our award winning Stout has a velvety mouth feel and nicely balanced bitterness. Two row base malt accentuated by roasted barley, Cara II, flaked oats & barley, chocolate & Black Malt.

Tasting Notes: Roasted Barley, Coffee, Chocolate, Dry  #velvetpanda

Awards: 2013 & 2014 People’s Choice Award – Hudson Valley Craft Beer Festival

HALF $5  I  FULL $7  I  4 Pack $12.99 Plus Tax/Deposit

ALPHA AMBER
AMBER ALE | ABV 5.2% | IBU 38 | SRM 12

High Alpha American hops lets this ale run with the big dogs. We layer in Centennial and Columbus hops throughout the boil, then dry hop it for a pleasantly balanced hop profile. Two row Caraamber and Victory build a malt body that stands up the hops.

Tasting Notes: Lemon, Resin, Malty, Balance  

HALF $5  I  FULL $7  I  CROWLER $12

RIK HOPS
DRY HOPPED PILSNER | ABV 4.4% | IBU 21 | SRM 4.5

RIP Hops is a homage to our late brewery kitty Hops. This non-traditional American Pilsner is slightly hazy and crisp. Dry hopped with African Queen hops, it has aromas of black currant and lemongrass.

Tasting Notes: Black Currant, Lemongrass, Malt  #riphops

HALF $5  I  FULL $7  I  CROWLER $12

Flight of Five MHBC Brews | $15
GROCERY GETTER
NEW ENGLAND IPA | ABV 6.5% | IBU 23 | SRM 6

This New England Style IPA is a juicy, hazy, hoppy, delight. Honey malt notes are complimented by flavors and aromas of blueberry, papaya, and citrus.

TASTING NOTES: Papaya, Tropical, Blueberry
#beagrogetter

EVERYTHING COMING UP...
NEW ENGLAND IPA | ABV 7% | IBU 19 | SRM 5

No Boil Hops! Over 4 pounds per barrel in hop stand and dry hop create a citrus explosion that is further accentuated by conditioning on tangerines.

TASTING NOTES: Citrus, Tangerine
#ecu

PK PALE ALE
PALE ALE | ABV 5.4% | IBU 38 | SRM 5

This pale ale stays true to its roots by keeping the hops in check which results in a very drinkable beer that can still be appreciated by "hopheads". Two row base malt accentuated with Victory, Munich, Red Wheat malts. Balanced by a schedule of American ‘C’ hops.

Tasting Notes: Malty, Dry, Citrus, Balanced
#pkpaleale

HUBAR
DOUBLE INDIA PALE ALE (DIPA) | ABV 7.5% | IBU 72 | SRM 7

Two row base malt accentuated by Victory and Munich malts. At almost three pounds of American ‘C’ hops per barrel, this DIPA is bursting with hoppy goodness.

Tasting Notes: Resin, Citrus, Pine, Grapefruit
#HUBAR

TWIGS AND BERRIES
BERLINER WEISSE | ABV 3.5% | IBU 4.4

A low alcohol and refreshing beer brewed with Pilsner malt and white wheat. Fermented on cranberry and black currant.

Tasting Notes: Doughy Wheat, Cranberry, Dry, Sour
#twigsandberries

CROSS REFERENCE BLACKBERRY
FRUITED SOUR PALE ALE | ABV 4.6% | IBU 18

Cross reference is our Sour Pale Ale Series. The base beer used here is Citra Bridges, that won the gold medal at the 2017 New York State Craft Beer Competition in the Wild & Sour category. In this 2.0 version, we added 2lbs of fresh blackberries per gallon resulting in exceptional color, flavor and aroma.

Tasting Notes: Malty, Tart, Grapefruit, Blackberry
#blackberrymadness

WHOSE HOUSE?
CRAFT HARD SELTZER | ABV 5%

Our take on a craft hard seltzer. Whose House? is a Lime Seltzer made with natural lime flavors and fresh lime zest. Served with a lime wedge over ice.

FULL $5 | CROWLER $13

Flight of Five MHBC Brews | $15